Year 7 Homework

Autumn Term 2
20 minutes reading daily; weekly spellings
task and written task given by English
teacher
10 minutes learning times tables and
number bonds daily; weekly written task
given by Maths teacher
Key words learnt weekly; written task
given by Science teacher
Draw a poster to show the difference
between physical and human
geography
Find out 5 facts about a city in the South
of the UK and 5 facts about a city in the
north.
Explain what are push – pull factors for
migration

Year 7 Homework

Autumn Term 2
Design and create your own medieval
shield using what we have learned in class
about heraldry and chivalry.
Write a newspaper article reporting on the
death of Thomas Becket (or choose one of
the other events that we are studying) –
include a newspaper names, title, key
information, interviews and pictures.

Tasks chosen
due in on
Friday
November 9,
Friday
November 23
& Friday
December 7

Write a diary entry from a Knight taking
part on any of the Crusades that we have
learnt about in class.
Research and write a report about the
Black Death.
Design a poster advertising a Medieval
jousting tournament that might have
taken place in Bedford. Explain where it is
taking place, what sports and competition
are taking place (explain the rules of the
competitions)
and
what
other
entertainment there will be.
Research and write a report about
medieval clothing.

Year 7 Homework

Autumn Term 2
List three examples of natural suffering
and three examples of man-made
suffering. Explain why these are bad
things in the world and why they can
be considered positive influences in
the world.
Find the words for 10 different
sports or hobbies in French
Create a match up card game with
animals/pets in Spanish using both
images and words .
Make a revision poster for presenting
yourself in Spanish
Complete tasks set on Google Classroom
Complete tasks set on Google Classroom

